
Travel Diary: Santa Fe Opera And Taos August
2007
August 2007 marked a memorable trip for me to the enchanting destinations of
Santa Fe Opera and Taos. Both cities hold rich cultural heritage and offer an
eclectic mix of art, history, and natural beauty. Join me on this journey as I
recount my experiences and share the wonders I encountered during this
extraordinary adventure.

Santa Fe Opera

Santa Fe Opera, nestled at the foothills of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, is a
world-renowned opera company known for its open-air theater and exceptional
performances. As I approached the opera house, I was captivated by the
breathtaking architecture and the stunning surrounding landscape of the New
Mexican desert.

The evening performance I attended was a mesmerizing rendition of Puccini's "La
bohème." The combination of passionate voices, dramatic stage sets, and the
panoramic backdrop of the Santa Fe sunset created an atmosphere that
transported me into the heart of the opera. It was a truly magical experience that
immersed me in the beauty of classical music and brought to life the timeless tale
of love and loss.
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The Santa Fe Opera also hosts backstage tours, allowing visitors to sneak a
glimpse behind the scenes of this prestigious institution. Wandering through the
costume department and witnessing the intricate craftsmanship involved in
creating the elaborate outfits was a delightful experience. I even had the chance
to meet some members of the cast, providing me with a deeper appreciation for
the dedication and talent required to bring an opera production to life.

In addition to its artistic offerings, Santa Fe is known for its vibrant art scene and
adobe-inspired architecture. Exploring the city's numerous galleries and
museums allowed me to immerse myself in a world of creativity and gain insights
into the local art scene. The distinctive combination of Spanish, Mexican, and
Native American influences provided a unique and captivating experience.

Taos

After bidding farewell to Santa Fe, I set off on a scenic road trip to the charming
town of Taos. Located at the base of the Rocky Mountains, Taos is renowned for
its natural beauty and artistic communities. The landscapes I encountered along
the way were a feast for the eyes, with rolling hills, lush valleys, and majestic
mountains capturing my imagination.
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Arriving in Taos, I immediately sensed a serene and laid-back atmosphere that
permeated the town. Filled with adobe-style buildings and art galleries, Taos
exudes a bohemian spirit that lured me in. One of the highlights of my visit was
exploring the Taos Pueblo, a UNESCO World Heritage site that has been
continuously inhabited for over a thousand years. Walking through the pueblo's
narrow streets and witnessing traditional Native American crafts being created
was a unique cultural experience that left a lasting impression.

For nature enthusiasts, Taos offers unparalleled opportunities for outdoor
adventures. The Rio Grande Gorge, with its breathtaking views and miles of
hiking trails, proved to be the perfect destination for an invigorating exploration of
the natural wonders of New Mexico.

As the sun set on my last day in Taos, I couldn't help but reflect on the incredible
journey I had experienced. The combination of Santa Fe Opera's spellbinding
performances and Taos' artistic charm and natural beauty had created memories
that would stay with me forever. The magic of these two destinations had truly
touched my soul and ignited in me a desire to continue exploring the rich tapestry
of the world around me.



I hope that this travel diary has ignited your wanderlust and inspired you to
embark on your own adventure to Santa Fe Opera and Taos. These remarkable
destinations are waiting to capture your heart and awaken your senses. So pack
your bags, immerse yourself in the vibrant arts, and let the spirit of New Mexico
guide you on an unforgettable journey.
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Lovely operas, outstanding museums, including the Georgia O’Keeffe in Santa
Fe, and Canyon Road and more museums in Taos.
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How China's Astonishing Growth Will Change
The World
China's remarkable economic transformation over the past few decades
has captivated the attention of the world. Its breathtaking growth has not
only made China an economic...
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